Dunk Tank Safety Rules

Rules for Being Dunked

The person being dunked must wear the appropriate clothing. They should be wearing non-slip tennis shoes or water shoes. While sitting on the seat, they should be facing forward with their hands on their knees. Have them observe the seat in use before sitting on it. You do not want them to be surprised when they are being dunked. They should also know how to reset the seat as they will be resetting it after they are dunked. Once they have been dunked, they should swim forward to keep their head away from the seat. If they do not know how to swim, they should not be dunked. Children should not be dunked either. Only one person should be dunked at a time. The most important dunk tank safety rule for the dunkee is never stand on the seat. If the seat falls while they are standing on it, they could easily hit their head or chest on the edge of the tank, their leg could get caught in the seat and/or they could drown. Make sure this never happens by making sure the dunkee never stands on the seat.

Dunking Rules

Following dunk tank safety rules will help insure that you don’t break the dunk tank. The dunking booth will come with at least three balls, which are used to throw at the trigger. Always use the balls that came with the tank. Never punch or hit the trigger with your hand. This may also break the trigger and you might break your hand. Do not throw things into the tank, especially sharp objects. All children near the dunk tank must be supervised, along with anyone that is intoxicated.

By following these guidelines for dunk tank safety, everyone who uses the dunk tank will have a great time!
DUNKING TANK SAFETY RULES

Adult Supervision required at all times.

- No Horse play around the Dunk Tank
- Keep Dunk Tank away from electricity
- Keep water level filled to at least 8" from top of tank
- Keep all non-swimmers & anyone less than 5’ tall out of tank
- Only one person at a time allowed on seat or in tank
- Always wear tennis shoes to avoid slipping
- When tank is left unattended, **ALWAYS** drain water
- Never stand on the seat
- When sitting on the seat, keep hands on knees and sit forward
- Do not hit target with hands
- Do not operate Dunking Tank during a storm